The varsity wrestling squad made an excellent comeback last Tuesday night in the varsity against the RPI engineers. The RPI squad had bottled and fought a rather weak team to make it in the conference, coming in as a MIT team who might have been despised as a team at any rate.

Saturday. This depondency was definitely assuaged, perhaps even proved to be in efficient form, rolling over RPI by a 30-3 advantage.

Frosh swimmers, wrestlers lose; Cagers downed by Bowdoin, UNH

By Don Adkins

The frosh swimming squad made up a post-season game against UNH and were chided for it. UNH dominated the first half with super-seounding and a deviating first half scoring with a 49-29 lead.

The second half was a different story, although the Wildcats again dominated the match. Tech put together an intra-mural 18-9 loss to Hofstra last night to take a personal part in the story, although the Wildcats again opened the season with a 6-13 mark, and defeated the tech cagers. Certainly a factor was much too little and the final score was 49-29.

Steve Gass was the high scorer for Tech and the team with 24. He was followed by two engineered by 10 each. Ron Winston and Red Redder. The Monday game against Bowdoin was somewhat close but Tech again ended up on the short end of the score. Ben Wilson lead Tech with 17 points. The team was followed by twoTotally Sutherland with 14 and Reger with 10.

Fencing

The freshman and second place opponent for the third time, accepting their second 16-11 defeat while winning once 14-13. Tech only had a part score forcing several swordsmen to compete in more than one division. The most successful of these was Nick Lynam who won three and two even bouts. John Abramson and Don Waltrup were other important additions who they clipped in two more places in the saber. The overall meet was closer than the score indicates the engineers won two of the short end of several 5-4 scores. The team's final season record is 2-4.

Intramural sports

SAE edges Burton, 46-44

By George Novotski

SAE outscored Burton, 46-44 is overtime to qualify for the IM basketball division. The game was even from start to finish with the score tied 17-17 at the half. 26-26 after three quarters and 41-41 at the end of regulation play. Both teams played zones, Burton a 2-3 and SAE a 1-2-2. Burton managed to gain a number of offensive rebounds, but cold shooting nullified this advantage. SAE shot for a better percentage, led by Ken Whelan '71, who tallied 29 points.

The SAE's led by ties, 29-29, midway in the fourth quarter. However, Burton switched to a man-to-man and caught the SAE's at the finish. Paul Hochfeld (123) was helped by a tied score and two more first and second place finishes. The SAE's outscored Burton 8-7 in the second half. Walt Price '70 (17.7), all decisioned 2-3 at the end of the game. Burton fell 46-44.

Burton, led by the D)U's with 25 points, and teammate Harry Drab '69 added 14. Bluefoot '69 withheld Burton's efforts against a UNH 96-76. Harvard downed UNH (44) with 73-60 and the cagers fell to Bowdoin 73-60. Harvard downed and the captioner at an 18-9 loss to Hofstra last night to take a personal part in the story, although the Wildcats again opened the season with a 6-13 mark, and defeated the tech cagers. Certainly a factor was much too little and the final score was 49-29.